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 Some have argued that the facing-the-viewer bias exists for
sociobiological reasons.1

Perceptual Task: All stick-figure walkers were displayed rotating
counterclockwise (4 min), but participants could perceive them rotating in
either direction. Participant’s task was to report perceived rotation
direction.

 In support of this, individuals with greater social anxiety have greater
facing-the-viewer biases.2
 More anxious people also display difficulties with

Results - Continued

The main dependent variable was participants’ ratio of flips away vs. flips
towards (with greater values indicating stronger facing-the-viewer biases).

inhibition.3

Stick figure walker (right) can be
seen as either facing towards or
facing away. When displayed
rotating, people perceive changes
in rotation direction.

Fig. 3. Model and standardized regression coefficients for the relationship
between social interaction anxiety and the facing-the-viewer bias as mediated
by inhibition. The standardized regression coefficient when controlling for
either inhibition or social interaction anxiety is in parentheses.

Hypothesis: We hypothesized that poorer inhibitory performance would
mediate this relationship.

Participants were students recruited from a voluntary participant pool
comprised of both undergraduate and graduate students. 7 participants
were excluded (z-scores < 3 on measures; 6 women, 1 man). All
statistical analyses were conducted on remaining 48 participants (35
women, 13 men, age: M±SD = 18.90±1.19 years).

 Using a bootstrapping approach (i.e., Preacher & Hayes4), we found that
the indirect effect of SIAS scores on FTV scores through the mediator
(inhibition) was not zero, as the 95% confidence interval based on 5000
bootstrap iterations ranged from 0.0001 – 0.0076. This finding is
evidence of significant mediation (see Figure 3).
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Purpose: To determine whether the positive relationship between social
anxiety and the facing-the-viewer bias is mediated by inhibition.

Design: Correlational design with 3 dependent variables.
1.0

1.0

• Derived from performance on perceptual task.
3) Inhibition

• Derived from performance on Go/No Go task.
Go/No Go Task: Participants completed 4 blocks, each containing 64
trials. Stimuli consisted of 75% targets (the letter ‘X’) and 25%
nontargets (all other letters of the alphabet). The participant’s task was
to respond as quickly as possible to targets and to not respond to
nontargets.
All stimuli presented for
375 ms, with a 500 ms
interstimulus interval

The main dependent variable for the Go/No-Task task was participants’
response bias [i.e., -0.5(zhit rate + zfalse alarm rate)], with greater response
bias scores indicating greater inhibition performance.

Facing the Viewer (FTV) Scores

2) Facing-the-Viewer Bias

Facing-the-Viewer Ratios

1) Social Anxiety
• Social Interaction Anxiety Scale (SIAS)
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 We replicated previous findings that social anxiety and the facing-theviewer bias are positively correlated.

r(46) = .33, padjusted = .046
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 We demonstrated, for the first time, that inhibition performance is related
to the facing-the-viewer bias.
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 Our hypothesis was supported: Inhibition significantly mediates the
positive relationship between social anxiety and the facing-the-viewer
bias.
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 One way that the threat bias in anxiety might operate, therefore, is via
reduced inhibitory ability.
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Fig. 1. Scatterplot of Facing-theViewer biases and Social Anxiety.
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 Future studies should attempt to make use of between-subjects designs
where anxiety and/or inhibition are directly manipulated..
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Fig. 2. Scatterplot of Facing-theViewer biases and Inhibition

 Participants with greater social anxiety had greater facing-the-viewer
biases (Fig. 1).
 Participants with poorer inhibition had greater facing-the-viewer biases
(Fig. 2).
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